
DataSignals® Lake

UNLOCKING BIG DATA INSIGHTS ON  
THE DATA TRANSFORMATION JOURNEY
In the power industry, increasing volumes of data become available to nodal market participants 

each day. Securing and deriving insight from this data can be challenging but is necessary to 

improve operational efficiency, decision making, and profitability.

DataSignals® Lake delivers powerful, insightful, actionable data to power nodal market participants. 

DataSignals Lake offers the ultimate flexibility and scalability to power your data needs by enabling 

your data experts to work with Yes Energy® data in the tools and frameworks they prefer.

This solution is ideal for businesses who already have established analytic, storage, or security 

processes, allowing users to download, import, and pipeline raw data files into existing networks, 

storage systems, and applications.

Gain actionable insight to run your business using Yes Energy’s robust, comprehensive, engineered, 

and secure data products. Whether you are just learning to navigate markets, are a data science 

whiz, a small trading shop, or a large utility, we have a solution for you and your data needs.

https://www.yesenergy.com/datasignals-20
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DATA INSIGHTS THAT 
POWER YOUR BUSINESS

CONTACT USSay yes to a free demo! 

About Yes Energy
Yes Energy® is the leader in power market data. Founded in 
Boulder, Colorado, Yes Energy set out on a mission to deliver nodal 
power traders powerful, insightful, actionable data—it now offers 
the most robust, high-quality data in the industry. Yes Energy 
creates innovative data solutions to power the businesses of not 
only nodal power traders, but also power marketers originators, 
asset developers, asset operators, and the middle office.

Product Features
• Big Data with NO usage limits or

additional costs

• Access to all of Yes Energy’s extensive nodal
power market data

• Easily integrate and pipeline Yes Energy’s
data into your existing warehouse and
storage solutions

• Hosted on Amazon S3 as gzipped
compressed csv files

What Customers Say
“We made the choice early on to go with Yes 
Energy so we didn’t have to develop all the data 
infrastructure…Yes Energy is unique, in their people 
and in their dedication to providing the data for 
us. We don’t really have to think about it and we’re 
glad that we’ve got the Yes Energy team working, 
so we can focus on our side of the business.” 

~ Stephen Bliley 
Product Manager • Habitat Energy

https://info.yesenergy.com/request-a-demo?utm_campaign=Solutions%20Sheets&utm_source=Solution%20Sheets
https://www.linkedin.com/company/yes-energy
https://www.yesenergy.com/

